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This thesis investigates the feasibility of two shipboard combat survivable
HF communication antenna designs. Both antennas are modeled as a
rectangular volume, which in one case is excited by a square patch atop a
monopole, placed at various spacings from the center of one of the volume's
faces, and in the other case is excited by a wire which is connected between the
center of a face that is created by a rectangular shaped notch and a perfect
ground plane. Several computer models of the two configurations for either
different spacings between the patch monopole and the rectangular volume, or
different notch sizes, are modeled with the Numerical Electromagnetics Code
(NEC) and compared. Input impedances and radiation patterns of the two
survivable antennas are presented. Both antennas are evaluated against a 3:1
Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) criterion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. NEED FOR THE STUDY
The ability of a fighting ship to communicate with the rest of the world
around it, in a considerable range, is one of the most important tasks, especially
in a battle situation. Communication in different ranges for military
applications, include UHF(Ultra High Frequency) communications, VHF(Very
High Frequency) communications, and HF(High Frequency) communications.
UHF and VHF communications, due to short wavelengths, require small
physical size antennas and a LOS (Line Of Sight) communication range. HF
communications (2-30 MHz), due to long wavelengths, i.e. 150 meters for 2
MHz, require large antennas and can provide communication Over The Horizon
(OTH).
Large physical size antennas, if they are composed of wires or whips with
insulators at their bases, usually protrude from the ship's silhouette and are
quite fragile and vulnerable to gun fire and bomb blast. The loss of a
communications system can degrade the ship's fighting ability. Therefore, a
study of methods which can make communication antennas more survivable is
needed.
One approach to HF communications antenna design would be to excite
sections of the ship's metal structure, allowing them to perform as antennas
made as an integral part of the ship. For example, the ship's mast or stack
might be excited and used as an antenna. Also the whole sub-structure of the
bridge, the stern, or the bow, might be used to form, with proper excitation, an
HF communications antenna. These and other possible survivable antenna
designs, which can use patch or slot antennas or just coaxial feed lines for
excitation, should be investigated.
B. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
One possible antenna design would be to use a section of the ship's
structure as an antenna. This study approximates a section of the ships
structure as a 12x12x12 meter metal box over a perfect ground (sea). The
problem is to excite this metal box and determine the impedance and the
radiation patterns of the antenna.
One way to excite a metal box, is to place close to it a conductive patch
driven by a voltage or current source. Another way is using the same 12x12x12
meter hypothetical structure with a large notch, exciting it with a coaxial feed
line connected between one of the notched faces and the perfect ground plane.
1
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Patch Monopole In Front Of The Box Configuration
"Patch monopole" is the name chosen [Ref. I: p. 7], to describe the
antenna used to excite the first possible antenna scheme. It is composed of a
10x10 meter patch atop a monopole 1 meter long. The size of the patch was
chosen after the thorough investigation described in [Ref. I: pages 68-71 and
104-122], where the 10x10 meter monopole was found to produce lower
resistances and reactances than two other sizes, and most important, the
computer model for the 10x10 meter patch monopole was found to be a close
approximation to the real one which was constructed and tested for comparison
with the computer model results. Figure 1.1 shows the patch monopole used for
this study.
The patch monopole was centered in front of one of the metal box's
faces with spacings varying from 1.5 meters to 2.5 meters .This range of
appropriate spacings was selected after comparison of the values of the average
gain resulting for different computer models. Figure 1.2 shows the patch
monopole in front of the metal box.
2. Notched Box Configuration
The second possible scheme is a notched metal box of the same in size
as the one used in the previous configuration. The notch's size was varied for
testing purposes, in three sizes; 4x2x12, 4x4x12 and 4x6x12 meter; and different
computer models were used for each size. The feed wire was connected as
shown in Figures 1.3-1.5, between the upper notched face and the perfectly
conducting ground. An E-gap voltage source was used to drive the center of the
feed wire.
Figure l.I 10x10 Meter Patch Monopole
C. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
This study concentrates on the results of using a patch monopole and
different geometry schemes, properly connected with a feed line, to excite a
rectangular volume.
The frequency range of the investigation is limited to 2-10 MHZ. This
limitation is imposed by computer storage and time restraints. As frequency
increases, the wavelength decreases, and the object size in wavelengths increases.
Sampling then is done on a minimum number of samples per wavelength.
The optimum computer modeling for the configuration of the patch
monopole in front of the metal box and the configuration of the notched metal
box, is a major emphasis of this study. The two antenna system surfaces are
modeled using two different surface elements in the computer. A wire grid is
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Figure 1,2 Patch Monopole Centered in Front of the Box
used to represent the patch monopole, and surface patches are used for the box
structure. The computer code in this study is the Numerical Electromagnetics
Code [Ref. 2].
This thesis starts with a discussion of computer antenna modeling in
Chapter II. Chapter III describes the computer models developed for this study
and presents the computed results, for which the conclusions and
recommendations are presented in Chapter IV. Finally the Appendix contains
sample computer data sets used in this study.
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME
THETA = 60.00 PHI = 60.00 ETA = 90.00
Figure 1.3 12x12x12 Meter Box Notched by a 4x2x12 Meter Volume
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X4X12 M VOLUME
THETA = 60.00 PHI = 60.00 ETA = 90.00
Figure 1.4 12x12x12 Meter Box Notched By a 4x4x12 Meter Volume
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X6X12 M VOLUME
THETA = 60.00 PHI = 60.00 ETA = 90.00
Figure 1.5 12x12x12 Meter Box Notched bv a 4x6x12 Meter Volume
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II. NUMERICAL COMPUTER MODELING
A. NUMERICAL ELECTROMAGNETICS CODE
The Numerical Electromagnetics Code, [Ref. 2], is a user oriented
computer code, which has been developed at the Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, Livermore California, under the sponsorship of the Naval Ocean
Systems Center and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, for analyzing the
electromagnetic response of an arbitrary structure consisting of thin wires and/or
surface patches, over a ground plane or in free space. The arbitrary structure,
can include either antennas or metal structures.
The code is built around the numerical solution of integral equations for
induced currents on the structure. An incident plane wave or a source on a wire
are the types of sources used for excitation of the structures. Structures are
modeled using various geometry generation commands.
The code can provide outputs for current and charge density, electric or
magnetic field in the vicinity of the structure, and radiated fields for plotting
radiation patterns in any elevation and azimuth angle.
Convenient and accurate modeling of a wide range of structures is possible
by proper combination of an integral equation for smooth surfaces with one for
thin wires. One of the major features of NEC is the Numerical Green's Function
for a partitioned-matrix solution, which allows efficient, repeated calculations
for geometries where only a small portion of the structure changes. For
obtaining accurate results the code requires a proper choice of either wire
segment number or surface patches number, or both, to represent an antenna or
other conducting surfaces in its vicinity, that affect its performance. As the
structure's size is increased relative to wavelength, the numerical solution
requires more computer time and file storage since the user must use a larger
number of wire segments and/or surface patches for accuracy. One check for
solution accuracy for a loss-free antenna is average gain value. The simplified
formula for the average gain is given by equation 2.1:




' radiated power which is integrated over a sphere
in the far- field
Pjj^ : input power
K : constant, which equals one for a structure in
free space and two for a structure over perfect
ground, for a loss-free antenna (radiated power
equals the input power).
Since in this study the two antenna configurations are considered lossless
over perfect ground, the a\erage gain for any input data should be close or
equal to 2. Tables of the average gains for different frequencies, different notch
sizes and different spacings between the patch monopole and the metal box are
represented in Chapter III.
For a user to succesfuUy use the code, he must understand the theory
behind it. The electric field intensity E. due to an arbitrary known current, can
be found (equation 2.2) by integrating the product of the free space Green's
function and the known current density over the surface where the current
fiows, as shown in Figure 2.1.
E (r) = I G(f.f ') I^ (f ) dA' , T G S (eqn 2.2)
When the current is unknown, an integral equation can be derived. When
the electric field is evaluated for an observation point which lies on the surface
S, then E (r) must satisfy the boundary condition:
n X [ E (r) + E^"''^ (r) ] = , r e S (eqn 2.3)
Finally, as seen in [Ref. 3], the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE)
becomes :
n(f) X I G(f,f ') J (f ')dA' = - n(r) X 1^^^ (f) , r e S , (eqn 2.4)
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Figure 2.1 Current Flow on a Surface
where :
G(f,r') : Kernel
J^ (f) : unknown
-n(f)xE'"'- (f) : excitation function
J : principal value integral
The Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE) has a different form and is
expressed as follows :
1/2 J (f) + 1 4;r
J^
n(f) x J^ (f) x V'g(r,r') = - n(f) x H^"^ (?) , feqn 2.5)
where J^ (r) is again unknown.
NEC uses the EFIE for wire structures and the MFIE for surface patches.
When a perfectly conducting ground is present, the current is induced on
the ground plane as well on the surface S as shown in Figure 2.2.
In this case, the integral equation is derived from the free-space Green's
function, and has the form :
" ^ Is + s(pg) G(f,r') J{r) dA' = - n X Ej^c (?) , r e S + S^pg) (eqn 2.6)
IS
inc
Figure 2.2 Induced Current by an Incident Wa\e
Since the perfect ground extents to infinity, the abo\e equation is not easily
sol\ed. The solution is achieved using the Method of Moments (MoM), [Ref, 4],
where the current is expanded in a set of N basis functions. J (f) = ^ a j (f)
and the integral equation becomes:
N (cqn 2.7)
I a„ M il (f ') ] = F(f) ,
n = l
where M is a linear operator. The inner product is then taken with a set of N









m , m = 1,...,N
(eqn 2.9)
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The weight functions in NEC are Dirac delta functions at the centers of
wire segments. The weighting functions have the form :
M^(r) = 6(S-SJ , (eqnl.lO)
where S^ are the set of the match points found at the center of each segment S.
For thin wires for which the wire radius is small compared to a
wavelength, the integral equation is reduced to a scalar equation and the basis
functions provide a continuous current and charge density. It is important for
the user to know that the selection of the basis functions and the weighting
functions affects the accuracy of the solution and the efficiency of the
computation. This translates into users being required to carefully develop
computer models and to intimately know the limitations of the code.
Having approximate the current distribution over an arbitrary structure,
the antenna's input impedance, gain, efficiency, radiation patterns, currents,
charge distribution, coupling, near field values, and polarization can be easily
calculated as needed.
B. MODELING GUIDELINES
1. Wire Segment Modeling Guidelines
Wire segments are modeled in NEC such that both geometric and
electrical factors are involved. Segments which are defined by coordinates of
their end points and their radius, should follow the paths of conductors as
closely as possible. Only axial currents are considered and there is no allowance
for circumferential variation of the current. The accuracy of the mathematical
solution depends on a many constraints which form the following electrical
considerations for single wire segments or wire grid models of conducting
surfaces:
(a) The segment length A relative to a wavelength X is a key parameter :
• A should be less than .IX for accurate results in most cases.
• A should be less than .05X in critical regions.
• A could be less than .2X on long, straight segments.
• A should not be less than 10"'^ X
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(b) The radius a should be small relative to both X and A:
• a should be less than .5A
• a should be less than AX
(c) The user should avoid large radius changes if it is needed, especially in
short segments, and also avoid sharp bends in thick segments.
(d) Wires that are connected must contact at segment ends. If the
separation of two segment ends is less than 10'-^ times the length of the
shortest segment, then they are considered as connected.
(e) Segments before and after the segment on which a voltage source is
applied should be equal in length and radius. When the source is at
the base of a segment connected to a ground plane, then this segment
should be vertical.
(f) The more segments used in a wire grid to model a solid structure, the
more accurate the solution due to the avoidance of high inductances
normally present in sparse grids.
2. Surface Patch Modeling Guidelines
NEC includes a patch option for modeling closed surfaces with non
vanishing enclosed volume, using the Magnetic Field Integral Equation.
The model is constructed with multiple, small flat surface patches. These
correspond to wire segment cells that are used to model surfaces as wire grids.
A surface patch is defined by its area, the coordinates of the center, and
the components of the outward directed unit normal vector (Figure 2.3).
The position of the patch's center is determined by the equation : f^ =
x^ X + y^ y + Zq z, and the outward directed normal unit vector is defined by :
n" = n X + n y + n z . The code computes the surface current on each patch
A j/ Z.
along the orthogonal unit vectors t^ and t., which are tangent to the surface of
the patch.
When a rectangle is divided into patches, the direction of the outward
normals n of the patches are determined by the ordering of its corner
coordinates and the right hand rule. When tj is specified by the geometry, then
t^ = n X tj.
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Figure 2.3 A Surface Patch
The connection of a wire segment with a surface patch requires that the
wire must end at the center of the patch, with identical coordinates used for the
wire end and the patch center. The code then di\ides the connected patch into
four equal patches about the wire end. The di\'ision of the connected patch is
along lines defined by the vectors fj andT^. NEC, by computing the interactions
between these four patches and the lowest segment on the connecting wire,
applies an interpolation function on them, to represent the current from the wire
onto the surface, and that function is numerically integrated o\'er the patches.
Connected patches should be approximately square, with sides parallel to tj and
U. The connected wire cannot lie in the plane of the patch, but it is not required
to be normal to the patch. Also, a wire may never be connected to a patch
which has been pre\iously divided.
1-)
For accurate results, the following guidelines apply :
(a) The area of an individual surface patch should be less than .04X^ {.21.
X .2X).
(b) The number of patches used to model a surface should be greater than
25 per square wavelength.
(c) Even though there is no restriction in following a specific shape of
patches, avoid long, thin patches.
(d) Where the radius of curvature is small,the user can use smaller
patches.
(e) The modelled surface must be closed and not too thin (no plates, no
fins, no wings).
(0 A large patch may be used for a connection with a wire segment to
anticipate the subdivision into four smaller patches.
III. COMPUTER MODELS - RESULTS
In this section of the study, computer models used for the two design
configurations of survivable antennas are described. Also the computed results
for average gain, input impedance. Standing Wave Ratio (SWR), and radiation
patterns are presented.
Frequency stepping for 2-10 Mhz was multiplicative, with a multiplication
factor (MF) of 1.2228445, computed using [Ref. 2: p. 59], the following formula:
(eqn 3.1)
n-1
MF = V f^i / fjQ , n = Number of Frequencies
The average gain value, as an indication of a numerically stable model, can
provide a check on the accurancy of the computed input impedance over a
perfect ground plane, and as mentioned in Chapter II it should equal the value
of two.
A. PATCH MONOPOLE IN FRONT OF THE BOX
The patch monopole, as discused in Chapter I, is a 10x10 m patch atop a
one meter monopole. The surface of the patch was modeled as a wire grid, with
grid spacing of one meter, as shown in Figure 3.1. 220 wire segments were used
to represent the patch's surface. The feed monopole was modeled with one wire
segment as was determined by [Ref. I], where the one segment feed line
provided good results, probably due to the fact that the same segment length of
one meter is used for the patch wire grid to which it is connected.
The 12x12x12 meter box, was modeled in NEC with surface patches. The
area of each patch was selected to be 2x2 meters.
An attempt to model both the patch monopole and the metal box by a
more dense wire grid and smaller patch area for higher accuracy, was impactical
due to excessive computer processing time. Figure 3.2 shows the computer
model representation that was used for this configuration.
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PATCH ANTENNA ATOP A MONOPOLE (WIRE GRID REPRESENATION)
Figure 3.1 Patch Monopole Wire Grid Representation
Table 1 provides the patch monopole grid density in wavelengths. Table 2
provides the surface patch area in square wavelengths for the metal box.
The average gain values and input impedance values for \'arying spacing of
the patch monopole from the box, and for frequencies chosen via multiplicative
stepping, are presented in Table 3 . Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are the plots of the
input resistance and input reactance versus frequency for the three models of
the survivable communications antenna.
In Table 3, it is seen that the average gain values are not all as desired, ie.
close to the value of two. The fact that as the spacing of the patch monopole
25
THETA = 60.00 PHI = 60.00 ETA = 90.00
Figure 3.2 Computer Model for the Patch Monopole in Front of the Box
from the box increases, the average gain approaches the ideal value of 2, does
not mean wide patch monopole - box spacing is better. It is evident that as the
spacing of the patch monopole from the box increases, the metal box has less
effect on the pattern of the combination, until the results will depend only upon
the patch monopole itself. That was the reason that the test spacings of the
patch monopole from the box were kept in the region of 1.5 to 2.5 meters, even




GRID DENSITY FOR THE PATCH MONOPOLE










The NEC computer models of the patch monopole in front of the box were
all fed with an E-gap voltage source placed at the base of the feed segment.
Placing the voltage source at the segment touching the ground is equivalent to
placing it at the center of two antennas (the actual one and the mirror image),
and does not violate the modeling guideline of having equal length segments on
either side of a voltage source. For the test frequency range of 2-10 MHz, the
entire configuration even if it is physically large in size, corresponds to small
electrical heights, which vary from 0.08 X for 2 MHz to 0.4 X for 10 MHz. This
fact was expected to have an effect on the input impedance values, especially
for the lower region of the frequency range. Input resistances are very small for
low frequencies, where the electrical height is very small. Also the input
reactance values are capacitive for low frequencies and inductive for higher
frequencies, as expected.
Smith chart plots of the impedance characteristics for the spacings from
1.5 meters to 2.5 meters are presented in Figures 3.5 through 3.7. For this study,
a SWR of 3:1 was considered as a reasonable criterion for practical operation.
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TABLE 2
SURFACE PATCH AREA FOR THE METAL BOX










Even though not many antennas satisfy this criterion over an operating band of
frequencies, many of them can be brought into this region of the Smith chart by
the use of series inductance or capacitance [Ref. 5]. Figure 3.8 presents the 3:1
SWR circle. The shaded region presents the impedance region of the Smith
chart which may be moved into the 3:1 SWR by the use of series reactances.
Any impedance that falls in the 3:1 SWR circle or in the shaded region of the
Smith chart, will be considered as acceptable.
The frequency range for various spacings of the patch monopole from the
box, that fall in the previous mentioned regions of the Smith chart, are
presented in Table 4 .
As it can be seen from the Smith chart plots, and Table 4, the range of
frequencies satisfying the 3:1 SWR is limited in the higher region of the test
frequency range.
Radiation patterns were obtained for three model configurations ie. for
1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 meter monopole-box spacing. The large size of the box
compared to the size of the patch monopole, and the small variation of spacing
28
TABLE 3
AVERAGE GAIN AND INPUT IMPEDANCE VALUES








2.5 1.78 0.271 - 75.9
2.44
J
1 5 .65 183 - i4l 6
2:0 .67 0325 - 44:5
2.5 .75 0.458 - 50.0
2.99
J
1 .5 .66 0.249 - J23.0
2.0 .68 0.453 - 26.0
3.65
2.5 .72 0.637 - J30.0
1.5 1.75 0.225 - J4.68
2.0 1.77 0.367 - 6.59
2.5 1.79 0.534 - 8.99
4.47
J
1.5 2.09 0.212 + J15.4
2.0 2.06 0.414 + 14.8
2.5 2.03 0.637 + J13.5
5.46
1.5 2.07 0.681 +J45.5
2.0 1.75 + J49.7
6.68
2.5 2:02 2.25 + J44.8
1.5 2.06 1.34 + i29.9
2.0 2.04 3.67 + 31.5
8.17
2.5 2.01 5.31 + J50.6
1 .5 2.05 5.35 + J75.0
2 2 02 12.8 + 66.5
2:5 2:01 26.1 + 80.4
10.0
J
1.5 2.04 32.4 + J142.4
2.0 2.01 84.0 + 165.1
2.5 2.01 146.5 + J143.4
between the patch monopole and the box compared to wavelength were the
reasons that the patterns of the three modeled configurations were almost
identical. For frequencies where the the antenna's height is less than a tenth of
a wavelength, the patterns are similar to those of an electrically short monopole.
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Figure 3.3 Input Resistance vs Frequency for the Patch Monopole
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PATCH MONOPOLE IN FRONT OF BOX














o 2.0 M DISTANCE
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FREQUENCY (MHZ)
10.0 12.0
Figure 3.4 Input Reactance vs Frequency for the Patch Monopole
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TABLE 4
FREQUENCY RANGE SATISFYING A 3:1 SWR CRITERION
DISTANCE FROM BOX (m): 1.5 2.0 2.5
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz): 8.5 - 10.0 8.0 - lO.O 7.5- 10.0
wavelength, the patterns are more uniform, although they are "compressed" at
the sides of the box. Figures 3.12-3.14 are typical of these patterns.
As the antenna's height approaches a fourth of a wavelength, the
horizontal patterns become more directional at the monopole face of the box,
and the gain is decreased on the opposite side. The vertical patterns are similar
to those of an equal-sized monopole, but are stretched at the side of the box
opposite to the monopole. The patterns are also less strongly lobed than the
vertical patterns of an equal-sized monopole since the intense null at the 90
degree elevation angle no longer exists. Figures 3.15- 3.17 show these properties.
Finally, the gain is greater for higher elevation angles, compared with the gain
of a monopole with equal height, a useful condition for Near Vertical Incidence






































Figure 3.7 Impedance Plot for 2.5 m Spacing Antenna Model
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Figure 3.8 Smith Chart with 3:1 SWR Circle and Acceptable Region
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PATCH MONOPOLE AT DISTANCE 1.5 M FROM THE BOX. FREQ = 2 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (YZ PLANE). AZIMUTH ANGLE = 90 DEC.
90
180





Figure 3.9 Vertical Pattern (Height Near 0.1 Wavelength). Phi = 90'
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PATCH MONOPOLE AT DISTANCE 1.5 M FROM THE BOX. FREQ = 2 MHZ











Figure 3.10 Vertical Pattern (Height Near O.l Wavelength). Phi = 0'
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PATCH MONOPOLE AT DISTANCE 1.5 M FROM THE BOX. FREQ = 2 MHZ
AZIMUTH PATTERN (XY PLANE). ELEVATION ANGLE = 30 DEC.
270





ANGLES IN DEGREES TRUE
180
Figure 3.1 1 Horizontal Pattern (Height Near 0.1 Wavelength)
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PATCH MONOPQLE AT DISTANCE 2 M FROM THE BOX. rREQ=4.4MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN(YZ PLANE), AZIMUTH ANGLE = 90 DEC.
90
180






Figure 3.12 Vertical Pattern (Height Near 0.2 Wavelength). Phi = 90'
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PATCH MONOPOLE AT DISTANCE 2 M FROM THE BOX. FREQ=4.4MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (XZ PLANE). AZIMUTH ANGLE = DEC.
90
180
-35 -20 -5 10







Figure 3.13 Vertical Pattern (Height Near 0.2 Wavelength). Phi = 0'
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PATCH MONOPOLE AT DISTANCE 2 M FROM THE BOX. FREQ=4.4MHZ
AZIMUTH PATTERN (XY PLANE). ELEVATION ANGLE = 30 DEC.
270





ANGLES IN DEGREES TRUE
180
Figure 3.14 Horizontal Pattern (Height Near 0.2 Wavelength)
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PATCH MONOPOLE AT DISTANCE 2.5 M FROM THE BOX. FREQ= 10 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (YZ PLANE), AZIMUTH ANGLE = 90 DEC.
90
180





Figure 3.15 Vertical Pattern (Height Near 0.4 Wavelength). Phi = 90=
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PATCH MONOPOLE AT DISTANCE 2.5 M FROM THE BOX. FREQ= 10 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (XZ PLANE), AZIMUTH ANGLE = DEC.
90
180





Figure 3.16 Vertical Pattern (Height Near 0.4 Wavelength). Phi = 0'
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PATCH MONOPOLE AT DISTANCE 2.5 M FROM THE BOX. FREQ= 10 MHZ
AZIMUTH PATTERN (XY PLANE), ELEVATION ANGLE = 30 DEC.
270





ANGLES m DEGREES TRUE
180
Figure 3.17 Horizontal Pattern (Height Near 0.4 Wavelength)
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B. NOTCHED BOX
As discussed in Chapter I, three versions of the notched box configuration
were tested with NEC. All three of them differ in the notched volume size,
which was varied as 4x2x12, 4x4x12, and 4x6x12 meters. All surfaces of the
three models were represented in NEC by surface patches of area 2x2 meters
except for 15 patches at the location where the feed segment was connected.
These 15 patches were created with an area of 2.4x1.3 meters to avoid
inaccurate interactions between the feed wire and the connection surface. The
feed segment which was connected between the horizontal upper notched
surface and the perfectly conducting ground, was modeled with 3,5, and 7 wire
segments, which were fitted in the 4x2x12, 4x4x12 and 4x6x12 meter notches
respectively. An E-gap voltage source was placed at the center of the feed wire.
Figure 3.18 is a typical computer model representation of the 12x12x12 meter
metal box, notched by a 4x4x12 meter volume.
Again, CPU time for the NEC calculations restricted the study and limited
the number of the surface patches that could be used to model the three versions
of the designed survivable antenna. The surface patch area in square
wavelengths is presented in Table 2 of the previous section.
Average gain values close to two, for test frequencies from 2-10 MHz, are
presented in Tables 5-7, corresponding to the three different notched sizes. The
input impedance values resulting for each of these frequencies are also presented
in these tables.
The average gain requirement was not satisfied for many of the
frequencies, especially for the notched volumes of 4x4x12, and 4x6x12 meters.
For the 4x2x12 meter notched volume model, values for 4.0-7.0 MHz were not
presented, since the average gain values were unacceptable. The small notch,
compared with the overall size of the metal box, seems satisfactory for the
frequencies from 2.0 to 4.0 MHz, where the box size dominates. The bad
average gain values for 4.0 to 7.0 MHz indicates errors or deficiencies in the
numerical model. Since modeling guidelines are not violated, there is nothing at
present that can properly explain the unacceptable average gain values.
For the 4x4x4 and 4x6x4 meter notched volume models, the range of
frequencies with unacceptable average gain values was from 2.0 MHz up to
about 6.0 MHz. Here the increased notched volume is still not yet electrically
large enough, compared to wavelength for this range.
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Figure 3.18 Computer Model of the 4x4x12 m Notched Volume Box
For all three survivable antenna versions, small notches produced low
input impedance values. That is the reason that Smith chart plots for this
antenna are not presented, since it was found that the 3:1 SWR criterion for
practical operation, was satisfied only by frequencies very close to 1 0.0 MHz,
for the 4x4x12 and 4x6x12 meter notched volume sizes. The 4x2x12 meter
notched volume box was not matchable to the 3:1 SWR. The cause of this
undesired property, was the continuously low resistance values of the input
impedance, which did not exceed a normalized value of 0.75 in the Smith charts,
even for a characteristic impedance of 50 + jO ohms.
For all three models presented in this section, elevation and azimuth
radiation patterns were obtained for acceptable frequencies. For low frequencies
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TABLE 5
BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 METER VOLUME
AVERAGE GAIN AND INPUT IMPEDANCE VALUES
Frequency (MHz) Average Gain Input 1 mpedance (Ohms)
2.00 2.00 0.0729 + J124.5
2.44 1.94 0.118 + jlll.O
2.99 1.92 0.175 + J102.0
3.65 2.17 0.152 + J97.21
8.17 2.16 2.704 + J124.8
10.00 1.94 8.64 + J147.9
TABLE 6
BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X4X12 METER VOLUME
AVERAGE GAIN AND INPUT IMPEDANCE VALUES
Frequency (MHz) Average Gain Input Impedance (Ohms)
6.68 2.12 4.26 + J175.0
8.17 1.96 10.6 + J214.4
10.00 1.91 22.5 + J268.1
the smaller notched volume of 4x2x12 meters, shows radiation patterns close to
omnidirectional in shape.This property is desirable for an HF shipboard




BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X6X12 METER VOLUME
AVERAGE GAIN AND INPUT IMPEDANCE VALUES
Frequency (Mhz) A\'erage Gain Input Impedance (Ohms)
6.68 2.01 9.30 + J259.8
8.17 1.92 19.2 + J329.0
10.00 1.91 37.0 + J432.2
As the frequency increases above 6.0 MHz, the radiation patterns are no
longer as uniform in shape. From Figures 3.25 - 3.33, there is a null introduced
at an elevation angle of about 30 degrees, on the side opposite the notch. The
gain is also reduced for the secondary lobe. As the notched volume and the
frequency are increased, the null occurs at the same elevation angle but it is now
deeper with a slightly smaller secondary lobe. Horizontal patterns, for the null
elevation angle have a cardioidal shape, with greatest gain in the direction of the
notch, similar to the vertical patterns. The cardioidal shape and null become
more pronounced as the frequency increases.
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME. FREO = 2 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (YZ PLANE), AZIMUTH ANGLE = 90 DEC.
90
180





Figure 3.19 Vertical Pattern for Range 2.0-3.0 MHz. Phi = 90'
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME. FREQ = 2 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (XZ PLANE). AZIMUTH ANGLE = DEG.
90
180





Figure 3.20 Vertical Pattern for Range 2.0-3.0 MHz. Phi = 0'
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME. FREO = 2 MHZ
HORIZONTAL PATTERN (XY PLANE), ELEVATION ANGLE = 30 DEC.
270




ANGLES IN DEGREES TRUE
180
Figure 3.21 Elevation Pattern for Range 2.0-3.0 MHz
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME!. FREQ = 3.6 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (YZ PLANE), AZIMUTH ANGLE = 90 DEC.
90
180







Figure 3.22 Vertical Pattern for Range 3.0-4.0 MHz. Phi = 90'
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME. FREO = 3.6 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (XZ PLANE), AZIMUTH ANGLE = DEC.
90
180





Figure 3.23 Vertical Pattern for Range 3.0-4.0 MHz. Phi = 0'=
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME. FREQ = 3.6 MHZ
HORIZONTAL PATTERN (XY PLANE), ELEVATION ANGLE = 30 DEC.
270





ANGLES IN DEGREES TRUE
180
Figure 3.24 Elevation Pattern for Range 3.0-4.0 MHz
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X4X12 M VOLUME. FREQ = 6.6 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (YZ PLANE). AZIMUTH ANGLE = 90 DEC.
90
180





Figure 3.25 Vertical Pattern for Range 6.0-7.5 MHz. Phi = 90'
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X4X12 M VOLUME. FREO = 6.5 MHZ
HORIZONTAL PATTERN (XY PLANE), ELEVATION ANGLE = 30 DEC.
270






ANCLES IN DEGREES TRUE
180
Figure 3.26 Vertical Pattern for Range 6.0-7.5 MHz. Phi = 0=
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X4X12 M VOLUME. FREQ = 6.6 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (XZ PLANE), AZIMUTH ANGLE = DEC.
90
180






Figure 3.27 Elevation Pattern for Range 6.0-7.5 MHz
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME. FRED = 8.1 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (YZ PLANE), AZIMUTH ANGLE = 90 DEC.
90
180





Figure 3.28 Vertical Pattern for Range 7.5-9.0 MHz. Phi = 90'
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME. FREQ = 8.1 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (XZ PLANE). AZIMUTH ANGLE = DEC.
90






Figure 3.29 Vertical Pattern for Range 7.5-9.0 MHz. Phi = 0=
60
12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X2X12 M VOLUME. FREO = 8.1 MHZ
HORIZONTAL PATTERN (XY PLANE), ELEVATION ANGLE = 30 DEC.
270






ANGLES IN DEGREES TRUE
180
Figure 3.30 Elevation Pattern for Range 7.5-9.0 MHz
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X6X12 M VOLUME. FREQ = 10 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (YZ PLANE). AZIMUTH ANGLE = 90 DEC.
90
180






Figure 3.31 Vertical Pattern for Range 9.0-10.0 MHz. Phi = 90=
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X6X12 M VOLUME. FREQ = 10 MHZ
VERTICAL PATTERN (XZ PLANE), AZIMUTH ANGLE = DEC.
90
180





Figure 3.32 Vertical Pattern for Range 9.0-10.0 MHz. Phi = 0=
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12X12X12 M BOX NOTCHED BY A 4X6X12 M VOLUME. FREQ = 10 MHZ
HORIZONTAL PATTERN (XY PLANE), ELEVATION ANGLE = 30 DEC.
270




ANCLES IN DEGREES TRUE
180
Figure 3.33 Elevation Pattern for Range 9.0-10.0 MHz
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has proposed two survivable HF communication antenna
designs and developed computer models for them which were used to determine
the input impedance and radiation patterns of the antennas over the HF range
of 2-10 MHz. Both antennas used surface patches to represent their metallic
closed surfaces. A wire grid was used to model the surface of the patch
monopole which was placed near a metal box, for one design. In the other
design, notched volumes of various sizes, were placed in one end of the base of a
metal box, and excited via a short wire segment.
A. CONCLUSIONS
Computed input impedance, using NEC, is affected mainly by the
geometry representation of each model (which can be validated by average gain
results), the type of voltage source, the number of feed segments, the radius of
the wires, and the area of the subdivided patches if the feed wire is connected to
a surface patch.
For a wire grid, as used in modeling the patch monopole, a grid spacing of
0.1 wavelengths is usually adequate. Since models with tighter grid densities
yield impedances closer to measured values, the grid density that was selected,
was less than 0.03 wavelengths at all frequencies.
For a surface patch, an area of 0.04 square wavelengths is usually
adequate for representing a closed surface with non-vanishing volume, Uke the
metal box that was modeled in both configurations. Again the accuracy of the
input impedance improves as patch density is increased. For both configurations
the surface patch area did not exceed the value of 0.004 square wavelengths.
For this study, the object sizes in wavelengths were small enough to require
the use of 64-bit word-size for the computer used with NEC. This forced the
use of double precision on the NPS IBM 3033 system, which increased
computation time requirements substantially.
NEC can model antenna surfaces successfully, and can produce computed
results close to physical measurements. Since there are many factors affecting
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the accuracy of the computer models results, it is often necessary to build
physical models and to measure the performance parameters of the antenna as
an aid in establishing valid numerical models.
The results of this thesis indicate that a rectangular volume driven by a
patch monopole, placed at various spacings from any of the volumes faces, does
possess radiation patterns and impedance characteristics which make it a
feasible design for a small but useful part of the design range of frequencies.
This antenna is matchable to a 3:1 SWR over the frequency range of about 8
MHz to 10 MHz, with the use of series reactances. For small electrical heights,
less than O.l wavelengths, the radiation patterns are similar to those of a 0.25
wavelength monopole. This was an expected result, since antennas with small
electrical heights produce similar radiation patterns. The patterns become more
uniform for electrical heights greater than about 0.2 wavelengths, and also are
compressed in the plane of the antenna. For electrical heights above 0.4
wavelengths, the patterns are more directional towards the patch monopole side.
The box had a dominant effect for all radiation patterns since they were almost
identical for the same frequency when the spacing of the patch monopole from
the box was varied.
The notched box configuration results indicate that a notched rectangular
volume possesses radiation patterns and input impedance characteristics which
make it useable only for a small part of the test frequency range. This antenna,
for notched volume sizes of 4x4x12 meters and 4x6x12 meters, is matchable to a
3:1 SWR for frequencies very close to 10 MHz, and possibly higher, with the
use of series reactances. The radiation patterns, though very similar to each
other, indicate that there is almost uniform radiation for low frequencies (or
small electrical heights) and increased directionality towards the notch side of
the antenna for higher frequencies, but with an exchange of null towards the
side opposite the notch. The similarity of radiation patterns for different
notched volumes, at the same frequencies, indicates that the box size dominates
over any of the three different notched sizes.
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS
For both survivable antenna configurations, there are some aspects
needing further study :
• The antennas' impedance values and radiation patterns should be
investigated for a higher frequency range to determine if improvement in
performance which are observed approaching 10 MHz, continue beyond
10 MHz.
• The patch monopole size and the notch volume should be increased until
they override the dominant effect of the box.
• The effect of less dense wire grid and larger surf -je patches on a
computed antenna model result, should be investigated for possible saving
of computer storage and computing time requirements.
• Standard methods of feed point impedance multiplication or increase (i.e.
folding, etc.) for the feed wires, and the location of the feed segment
attachment point in the notched volume, should be investigated.
• Overly-directional patterns obtained at higher frequencies might be
smoothed by multiple-patch or multiple notched volumes.
• A separate investigation is needed for establishing reasons for poor
average gain for the "mid-frequencies" in the notched volume antenna.
• Finally, physical models of both survivable antennas, should be built, for
comparison with the computer model results.
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APPENDIX
INPUT DATA SETS USED FOR THE MODELED ANTENNAS
l.The following job card listing is typical for computing average gain for the
patch monopole in front of the metal box.
/VBXIHAV JOB (0722,0305), NEC RUN',CLASS=J
/7*MAIN LINES = (9999)
//NEC PROC VERSION = DNPG2000,STORAGE = 3096K
/VGO EXEC PGM =&VERSION,REGION =&STORAGE
//STEPLIB DD DISP = SHR,DSN = MSS.F1595.NEC.LOAD
// DD DISP = SHR.DSN = SYSl.VFORTLIB
//FTOIFOOI DD DUMMY
//FT04F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8.2)),
DCB = (RECFM = VBS.BLKSIZE = 19069)
/ FT05F001 DD DDNAME = SYSIN
/ FT06F001 DDSYSOUT = *
/ FT08F001 DD DUMMY
//FTUFOOl DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL.(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS.BLKSIZE = 1 9069)
/7FT12F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
//' DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
/7FT13F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA.SPACE = (CYLX8.2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS.BLKSIZE = 19069)
/;FT14F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
II DCB = (RECFM = VBS.BLKSIZE = 19069)
/7FT15F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA.SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS^BLKSIZE = 19069)
/7FT16F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8.2)),
//' DCB = (RECFM = VBS.BLKSIZE = 19069)
/7FT20F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA.SPACE = (CYL.(8,2)),




//STEPNAME EXEC NEC,VERSION = DNPG2000,STORAGE = 3096K
//GO.FT08F001 DD DSN = MSS.S0722.PATCH.PLOTDATA(BXIHAV),
// DISP = (OLD,KEEP),
//' DCB = (RECFM = FB,LRECL = 80,BLKSIZE = 1 2960,DSORG = PO)
//GO.SYSIN DD *
CM THIS IS A 12X12X12 MTS BOX OVER PERFECT GROUND,
CM MADE WITH PATCHES 2X2 M EACH.AT DISTANCE 1.5 M






SM 6,6,6,6,0,-6,6,0 RIGHT SIDE
SC 0,0,-6,6,12
SM 6,6,6,6,12,-6,6,12 UP FACE
SC 0,0,-6,-6,12
SM 6,6,6,-6,0,6,6,0 FRONT FACE
SC 0,0,6,6,12
















2.The following job card listing is typical for computing radiation patterns
for the patch monopole in front of the box.
/7BXPCHIH2 JOB (0722,0305), NEC RUN',CLASS = G
//•^MAIN LINES = (9999)
//NEC PROC VERSION = DNPG2000.STORAGE = 3096K
/,GO EXEC PGM =&VERSION,REGION = &STORAGE
//STEPLIB DD DISP = SHR,DSN = MSS.F1595.NEC.LOAD
// DD DISP = SHR.DSN = SYSl.VFORTLIB
//FTOlFOOl DD DUMMY
//FT04F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA.SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)).
// DCB = ( RECFM = VBS.BLKSIZE = 19069)
//FT05F001 DD DDNAME = SYSIN
//FT06F001 DDSYSOUT = *
/7FT08F001 DD DUMMY
/VFTllFOOl DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM =VBS.BLKSIZE = 19069)
/ FT12F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
/ FT13F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA.SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
/ FT14F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA.SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM=VBS.BLKSIZE = 19069)
/. FT15F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA.SPACE = (CYL.(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
//FT16F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA.SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE= 19069)
//FT20F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS.BLKSIZE= 19069)
//FT21F001 DD DUMMY
// PEND
//STEPNAME EXEC NEC,VERSION = DNPG2000,STORAGE = 3096K
//GO.FT08F001 DD DSN = MSS.S0722.PATCH.PLOTDATA(BXPCH1H2),
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//' DISP = (OLD,KEEP).
// DCB = (RECFM = FB,LRECL = 80,BLKSIZE = 12960,DSORG = PO)
//GO.SYSIN DD ''
CM THIS IS A 12X12X12 M BOX OVER PERFECT GROUND,
CM MADE WITH PATCHES 2X2 M EACH,AT DISTANCE 1.5 M
CM FROM A PATCH 10x10 M. FREQ = 2 MHZ.
CE NGF DATA WILL BE USED FOR PLOTTINGS DATA.
GW 200,5,7.5,0.1,7.5,5,1,05
GM 0,10,0,0,0,0,0,1,200
GW 300,10,7.5, 1,1,7.5, 1,11, .05
GM 0,4,0,0,0,0,1,0,300
SM 6,6,6,6,0,-6,6,0 RIGHT SIDE
SC 0,0,-6,6,12
SM 6,3,6,6,12,-6,6,12 UP HALF FACE
SC 0,0,-6,0,12
SM 3,6,6,0,0,6,6,0 FRONT HALF FACE
SC 0,0,6,6,12









CM THE PATCH MONOPOLE'S CENTER GRID LINE AND THE



















3.The following job card listing is typical for computing average gain of a
12x12x12 meter box, notched by a 4x4x12 meter volume. The same data cards
except for additional radiation pattern (RP) cards, and plotting (PL) cards, were
used for radiation patterns.
//BXCTAV2 JOB (0722,0305),'NEC RUN',CLASS = G
//NEC PROC VERSION = DNPG2000,STORAGE = 3096K
//GO EXEC PGM =&VERSION,REGION =&STORAGE
/'STEPLIB DD DISP = SHR,DSN = MSS.F1595.NEC.LOAD
// DD DlSP = SHR,DSN = SYSl.VFORTLIB
//FTOlFOOl DD DUMMY
/VFT04F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS.BLKSIZE = 19069)
//FT05F001 DD DDNAME = SYSIN
/7FT06F001 DDSYSOUT = *
//FT08F001 DD DUMMY
//FTllFOOl DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
//FT12F001 DD UN1T = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
a DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
/7FT13F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
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// DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
/7FT14F00I DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
//' DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
//FTlSFOOl DD UN1T = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
/7FT16F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA.SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
//' DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE= 19069)
/7FT20F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA,SPACE = (CYL,(8,2)),
// DCB = (RECFM = VBS,BLKSIZE = 19069)
//FT21F001 DD DUMMY
//' PEND
//STEPNAME EXEC NEC,VERSION = DNPG2000,STORAGE = 3096K
/VGO.FT08F001 DD DSN = MSS.S0722.BXCUT.PLOTDATA{BXCTAV2),
//' DISP = (OLD,KEEP),
// DCB = (RECFM = FB,LRECL = 80,BLKSIZE = 12960,DSORG = PO)
//GO.SYSIN DD *
CM THIS IS A 12X12X12 M BOX WITH A NOTCH 4X2X12 M OVER
CM PERFECT GROUND PLANE.SURFACES ARE REPRESENTED BY
CM PATCHES EACH HAVING AN AREA 2X2 SQ M, EXCEPT OF 15
CM LOCATED AT THE UPPER BOTTOM FACE THAT THE FEED LINE
CM IS. THE AREA OF THESE 15 PATCHES IS 2.4X1.33 SQ M.
CE FREQ = 5.46-8.17 MHZ.
SM 6,6,-6,6,0,-6,-6,0 BACK FACE
SC 0,0.-6,-6,12
SM 6,6,6,-6,12,6,6,12 UPPER FACE
SC 0,0,-6,6,12
SM 4,6,2,6,0,-6,6,0 RIGHT 2/3 SIDE
SC 0,0,-6,6,12
SM 4,6,-6,-6,0,2,-6,0 LEFT 2/3 SIDE
SC 0,0,2,-6,12
SM 2,5,6,6,2,2,6,2 RIGHT 5/18 SIDE
SC 0,0,2,6,12
SM 2,5,2,-6,2,6,-6,2 LEFT 5/18 SIDE
SC 0,0,6,-6,12



















FRONT UP 16 SIDE
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